
 

 

 

CHALLENGE DESCRIPTION 
 

 

 

Metusan Turning is a Lower Austrian industrial company specializing in turned and milled parts, 
punched, pressed, bent, pipe and soldered elements, assemblies and assembly - for non-ferrous 
metals, especially brass. Metusan has an extremely modern machine park with approx. 100 
production machines in which approx. 60 million parts are produced annually. More than 100 highly 
qualified employees process around 15 tons of non-ferrous metal every day. This makes Metusan the 
largest producer in Austria in the field of non-ferrous metal processing. 

 

Kategorie:  

Via “Innovation 2 Company”, Metusan is looking for innovative startups with technologies / services /               
solutions for the digitization and automation of the offer process. This consists of three sections or                

elements. We are looking for start-ups that can solve one part or several or even all three parts. The                   

different steps are: 

- Reading in the customer's order based on a technical drawing and evaluating the data              
contained and assigning it to the correct fields in the ERP system 

- Reading and recognizing the technical 2D drawing and converting it into a 3D model, based               
on which the volume and finally the weight of the component to be manufactured is               
calculated and the right semi-finished product is selected for production (material blank) 

- Selection of the most suitable machine for the task (i) in the machine park and (ii)                
determination of the cycle time (both taking into account material selection (= semi-finished             

product dimension) and part geometry (= 3D model). 



 

For the individual steps, solutions, services and technologies from the areas of OCR, text recognition,               

conversion of 2D-3D graphics, machine learning, big data or data science must be combined. 

 

Prerequisites:  

In order to take part in the Metusan Challenge, please consider the following points: 

● Your start-up is ideally already founded 

● but you may also be a development team from the university environment 

● Your product or your technology exists as an MVP or prototype or a comprehensible concept 

● Openness to cooperation with other applicants in order to realize the overall process 

● You own the IP on the solution / technology 

● Willingness to work with Metusan in Vienna / Lower Austria 

● Working language German (preference) or English 

 

What is in it for you? 

Metusan offers the winning team 

● An equity-free innovation bonus of EUR 1,000. 
● Proof of Concept (PoC) of the solution / technology in our offer process 

● If the PoC is successful, evaluation of further possible uses (possibly also in connection with               
other solutions) and further development to a total solution 

● in the case of the successful implementation of the overall process (offer as described in the                

task) joint offer in the network (industry, branch partner, etc.) 
● Further development of the cooperation in the sense of an industrial partnership, support of              

the start-up for research cooperation, etc. 

● If successful, joint marketing and communication activities 
 

Disclaimer:  

All natural and legal persons are eligible to participate, provided they meet the above-mentioned              
participation criteria. Employees of Metusan and their relatives as well as officials are excluded from               

participation. 

Metusan defines a task on the basis of which innovative startups register on an online platform via                 

the project website www.innovation2company.at. This platform is used to pre-select eligible           
participants, which are then presented to the buddy company. Then the three most suitable (up to a                 
maximum of five) startups for the final are selected by Metusan with the involvement of the coaches;                 

the finalists will be notified via email. In a final step, the ideas are finalized and presented. One or                   

more winners can be chosen from the finalists. 

There is no legal claim to the conclusion of contracts or other business relationships between the                
participants / winners and Metusan. There is also no legal right to a final and / or the determination                   

of a winner. The participants do not receive any allowance for their participation. The conditions of                



 

participation, parts of the process or the entire process can be changed at any time. The changes will                  

be announced in good time and published on the www.innovation2company.at platform. 

It is possible and participants expressly acknowledge that the research, development and other             
activities of the participants and Metusan overlap thematically. The participants do not have any              

claims from this. 

The participant registration is considered as express consent to this disclaimer. 

 


